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1. Purpose of Report 

1.1 To bring to members attention the application made by local residents to 

have a footpath adopted as a Right of Way and their request for members  to 

support this measure. 

2. Background 

2.1 A resident of Cambridge Drive, Otley wrote to the Community 

Development Officer on 20th August 2014 to say that residents of the east of 

Otley were putting together an application to have a footpath across one of 

the fields at the bottom of St. Clair Road recognised as a right of way and asked 

whether the town council would support them in their efforts. 

2.2 The route of the footpath is shown on the enclosed map of the area. It 

starts from the bottom of St Clair Road through hawthorn trees on the right, 

round the bottom of the hill and exits through the hawthorn trees where the 

pathway meets Otley 11, the walled pathway that runs from Rammers 

House/Cottages to the playing field behind Cambridge Drive- see thick dashed 

lines on the map. The application is registered at the City Council as 'Claimed 

Footpath at Cambridge Drive/ Danefield Terrace' 

2.3 The application is based on the fact that people used the field without 

challenge or obstruction between 1987 and 2007 at which point a locked metal 

gate was put up across the end of St Clair Road thus denying access. The gates 

were subsequently re-opened but then in April this year access was denied 

once more. Some 45 people have completed user evidence forms including 17 

who had used the path for periods between 20 and 60 years. 20 or so more 

forms are still due to be returned. 



 

3. Legal and Financial implications. 

3.1 There are no legal or financial implications to this report. 

4. Recommendations 

4.1 Members are asked to note the contents of this report. 

4.2 Members are asked to express their support for the excellent efforts made 

by local residents to have the footpath recognised as a right of way. 


